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Students and faculty attend conference
By Ken Stiggers Oct. 20 Behavioral Sciences and Educa-

Six graduate students and
two members of Capitol's
faculty attended a community
psychology conference recently.
Social science instructor Ida
Gentzler and social sci-
ence/psychology professor
Robert Colman accompanied
the students to the Northeastern
Community Psychology Con-
ference in New York City on

The conference, sponsored tion funded the trip.
by the Division of community Saturday morning consisted
psychology of the American of a keynote address, "Social
Psychological Association, Change and Community
took place in the Psychological Psychology in the Year 1990,"
Department at New York by Ed Seidman. Then the
University. The Division of graduate students chose to at-

Vocalists entertain at
noon in Gallery Lounge
By Ken Stiggers ferent Broadway musicals

beginning with the StephenJOB HUNTING?
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will help.

Alan Brinser, Paige Sondheim hit, "Comedy
Paulishin, Ty and Sherry Tonight," from the musical "A
Walker and Maude King enter- Funny Thing Happened On
tained students and faculty on The Way To The Forum." The
Monday, October 23 with a group endd the musical in-
midday interlude, consisting of terlude with a dramatic selec-
selections from some of the tion titled "What I Did For
great productions of the Love," from the 1975 smash
American Musical Theater. musical "A Chorus Line."
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The four vocalists along with That special selection ex-
accompanist MaudeKing, per- emplified the devotion which all
formed numbers from 14 dif- performers have for their craft.
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tend one of the five roundtable all graduate students -- especial-
discussions. In the afternoon, ly those in the community
they attended one out of the psychology department -- and
four site visits to exemplary as a precedent for future field
community programs or a trips in the graduate education
workshop at the N.Y.U. con- programs at Capitol Campus.
ference site. "The students and professors

The trip, encouraged by Col- were pleased with the trip to
man, Gentzler and the New York City," said one stu-
Graduate Student Union, serv- dent who attended the
ed as an educational venture for conference.
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The new Jamesway Department Store opened last Thursday in the OlmsteadPlaza next to campus. A Jamesway official estimated that 3,000 to 4,000 people

visited the store during its first business day.


